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 James Akins

An anonymous defence consultant,using the pseudonym

of Mils Ignotus ("unkhown,soldier") wrote an article in
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Harper's to this effect.Ignotus even developed a plan to

send U.S forces to Saudi Arabia in numbers close to

those of early August,less than one week after the

invasion of Kuwait.James Akins,former U.S ambassador

to Iraq,has gone further.He believes the U.S :suckered"

Saddam Hussain into the invasion by instructing the

present U.S Ambassador,April Glasple,to Give him the

go-agead.A week before the invasion,Glaspie assured

Saddam that the U.S would have "no position" on such an

act and treat it  purely as an Arab to Arab affair.                                    

 

 (April Glaspie) 








 (Gen.Micnael Gugan) 












 

 Defence Secretary Richard B. Cheney dismissed Air

Force Chief of Staff Gen.Michael J.Dugan last week for

showing "lack of judgement" in discussing contingency
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plans for war against Iraq,including targeting Saddam

Hussein and his family and the decapitation of the Iraqi

leadership.                                                                           

(Aviation Week & Space Technology / September 24,1990)

But Dugan's biggest sin,in Cheney's eyes, was references

to Israel's contribution to the U.S military effort.Dugan said

that Isreal had supplied the U.S with its latest high-tech,

superaccurate missiles, and that based on Jerusalem's

advice that Saddam is a "one-man show,"the U.S had

devised a plan to decapitate the Iraqi leadership

beginning  with Saddam,his family,his personal guard and

his mistress. Such targeting, Cheney was quick to point

out,not only  is political dynamite but also " is potentially a

violation" of a 1981 Executive order signed by President

Ronald Reagan flatly banning any U.S involment in

assassination. ( The Time October 1,1990)                                 
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Weizmann  Pronunciation 





   Ba l four 

Mr.Balfour    Prononciation

 1918171615 
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(The Origins & Evolution of the palestine Problem 

1917-1989. Pages 21-28).                                                     

 Adamant 







Historical Conection 

 Panrase



Historical Connection 












 

House of  Reject 

 Commens

 Balfour  (Sydenham Lord) 

".....the Harm done by dumping down an alien
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population upon an Arab country-Arab all around in the

hinterland-may never be remedied...what we have done

is,by concessions,not to the Jewish people but to a Zionist

extreme section,to start a running sore in the East,and no

one can tell how far that sore will extend."(The orisins

of  Evolution of The pales time problem (1917-1988

Page:29) pub.by:United wasons,New york, 1990)                                                                                  















Wilson  

 1918



 

  

King-Crane  1919  King-Crane  
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 Reasons 

 1990  Socialist Standard 





The Reason why we well shortly have to go to war

with Iraq is not to free Kuwait

 

 Though that is to be Desired 

Though that is to be Desired,or to Defend 

 Saudi Arabia, Though that is Important



It is because President Sadam is a meace to vital 

western interests in the Golf,above all the free flow of oil

at market prices.which is essential  to wests prosperity.                      
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(Socilaist Standard) London,November,1990.                                                                                      
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 Exect 

 NATSI 

  

 Natsi  GREY 







 Once during the war when we were rather dissatisfied 

with the vigour of Sir Edward Grey's policy,I,apologizing

for him said to Mr.Lloyd George,who was hot,'Well,

anyhow, we know that if the Germans were here and said

to Grey, 'If you don't sign that Treaty,we will shoot you at

onece,"he would certainly reply, "It would be most

improper for a British minister to Yield to a threat. That

sort of thing is not done." But Lioyd George rejoined,

that's not what the Germans would say to him.They would

say,If you don't sign this Treaty, we will scrag all your 

squirrels at Fallodon." that would break him down. Arthur

Balfour had no squirrels.                                                     

Great Contemporaries Page240.                                    

By:The Rt.Hon Winston S.Churchill,C.H.,M.P.Thronton.
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"It will not be years,it will not be months,it will not be

weeks,it will  be days."                      



 

It will not be Days it will be weeks running in to

months."                                            

 Runing in to months 







 American Public opinion 

 American Public opinion 
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